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Robotics Institute
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The construction of expert systems typically require the availability of
expertise that can be modeled. However, there are many important
problems where no expertise exists, yet there is a wealth of data indicating results in different situations. Machine learning algorithms attempt
to discover rules which capture the regularities that exists in such data.
Current research is directed at the sales tax audit selection process for
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. State auditors would like to have
a set of production rules ( an expert system) to indicate which tax returns
if audited would yield delinquent revenues. Available are nearly 6,000
state audits with significant delinquent revenue findings, and an additional 2,000 audits yielding no delinquent revenues. The audits contain
some 36 information fields such as location, previous audit history,
codes for industry type, sales volume, and auditor hours. Because the
data is noisy, contains complex relationships, and there is no expertise
to be modeled, the audit selection problem is appropriate for learning
algorithms. The study compares three different approaches to examining similar controlled data, including machine learning and statistical
techniques.
The paper examines characteristics of the audit selection tasks, identifies a number of weaknesses with other approaches, and suggests the
use of genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a probabilistic
search technique based on the adaptive efficiency of natural organisms
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and offer an alternative which addresses the weaknesses in conventional
methods. This paper presents the results of a simulation study comparing learned GA rules to alternative induction techniques on a simulated
decision problem. Future research will apply these same techniques to
the actual data.
The study represents the fust known application of genetic learning
algorithms to auditing. If proven useful, learning algorithms have applicability to numerous audit tasks.

1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to present evidence regarding the usefulness of
an Artificial Intelligence (AI) approach called genetic algorithms (GAs) to the
audit selection problem. The audit selection problem encountered by the Revenue Department of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is illustrative and
typical of many audit selection tasks. The task involves the efficient and effective
use of audit personnel by the Revenue Department as they seek to maximize the
collection of sales taxes by focusing their audit resources on those business
organizations which will likely yield large tax deficiencies. With limited resources
and a large number of possible audits to perform, the audit selection task
becomes an important problem. Similar audit selection tasks are of interest to
both public accounting firms and other governmental bodies such as the Internal
Revenue Service.
The Pennsylvania Revenue Department has available the historical data of
nearly 6,000 previous state audits with significant delinquent revenue findings,
and many additional audits yielding no delinquent revenues. The data contains
some 36 information fields such as location, previous audit history, industry type
(SIC) codes, geographic location, sales volume, and auditor hours. Given this
information about an organization, an auditor will conjecture whether or not it
would be worthwhile to audit a particular business. A rule-base productior
system ( expert system) has been suggested, but no one knows what those rule~
should be, i.e. there is no human expertise available. Other approaches to audit
estimation have been tried. The Graduate Consulting Group in Carnegie
Mellon's School of Urban and Public Affairs has performed analyses on the till!
audit data showing that the majority of the tax audit income is derived from j
small number of the businesses. They found several large categories of organi
zations which yield higher than average auditing returns, however, there are sti.
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a large number of zero audits within these broad categories. Statistical techniques have also been applied to portions of the data with limited success.
Tax audit estimation entails the standard AI problem of categorization, and
thus AI methods should be considered for this task. Given a description of a
company, the task is to categorize the company by its likely yield (unremitted
taxes determined due), or as a "zero audit". "The ability to classify objects ... is the
basis for all inferential capacity" (Fisher et al., [1985]). The induction of rules
from examples can also be viewed as a classification problem (Holland et al.,
[1986] and Rendell, [1986]). The learning task is one of finding the appropriate
combination of features which partition a given set of objects into desired classes.
Classifying the type of disease from a set of symptoms or the desirability of a
stock investment from key indicators are other examples of this task.
The two dominant paradigms for the induction of classification rules are
decision theoretic and symbolic concept acquisition (Michalski, [1986]). The
assumptions and characteristics of these approaches will be shown to have a
strong influence on the quality of the rules they generate. In comparisons of
effectiveness versus functionality, these approaches tend to favor one dimension
at the expense of the other. Genetic algorithms ( GAs) are a probabilistic search
technique based on the adaptive efficiency of natural organisms and offer an
alternative which addresses the weaknesses in both of these conventional methods. Our hypothesis is that GA's will be able to generate rules that predict
decisions as well as traditional statistical methods while offering the representational superiority of the symbolic concept approach.
The remainder of this paper is divided into five sections. The first section
describes the characteristics and problems of learning rules. The second section
examines the strengths and weaknesses in the two dominant classification paradigms. In the third section, an alternative approach using a genetic algorithm is
developed to address the limitations in the existing methods. The fourth section
describes a simulated study comparing the three techniques and presents the
results. The fifth section contains a brief discussion and describes future research.

2. CHARACTERISTICS AND PROBLEMS OF LEARNING
RULES
A commonly used me,t hod of representing knowledge is in the form of
condition-action pairs (or production rules) : (Waterman, [1986), and HayesRoth, et al., [1983])
IF <CONDITION> THEN <ACTION>

(1)
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The 'condition' typically expresses relationships or possible circumstances,
and the action may connote an actual procedure or the assignment of some value.
In the audit selection task, the condition consists of criteria to be matched against
data about the business, and the actions ultimately classify and stratify the likely
audit yield.
In a more specific representation, the rule conditions can be described as a
strings of attribute-value (A-V) pairs called 'selectors' (Michalski and Chilausky,
(1980]). A particular tax return could be represented in the following form:
[Gross_Salesl,000,000) [Business_Type =retail_fast_ food]
(County= Allegheny) ... etc.

(2)

The conjunction of these A-V pairs form a 'term' and the logical union of
several terms forms a disjunctive expression or disjunctive normal form (DNF).
DNF can also be considered a "compensatory" form since one term can compensate for another. An example of a compensatory rule in D NF for selecting whicb
tax returns to audit would be:

IF
(Gross_Salesl,000,000) [Business_Type= retail_fast_food)
(County=Allegheny)...

(3)

OR
[Gross_Sales500,000) [Business_Type= retail_florist]
(County= Allegheny) ...
THEN audit
I'

A conjunctive rule form consists of a single term (no "or's"). Compensator)
and conjunctive rules are strategically necessary to deal with the complexity.
Learning Task
The learning task is to develop a rule (i.e., set of terms) that can discriminate
positive examples of a concept (e.g., audit) from the negative. This is accomplished by use of a "training set," a number of previously classified examples i11
the form of a vector of A-V pairs (such as the expression in (2)) plus the
classification.
A number of factors cause this to be a difficult problem. As Valient (1985
indicates, learning disjunctions of conjunctions is computationally complex fo
a reasonable number of features and becomes NP-hard in certain circumstances
To see this, using only 40 binary selectors ( dummy variables), the search spac1
for a single term has 240 possible combinations. Moreover, a rule that capture
all regularities in the training set is quite likely to have multiple terms ("term l
or "term 2" or ... "term n") . For simplicity, if we restrict such a compensator
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decision rule to only 5 terms, the number of possible rules would be, 240x 239x
238 x 237x 236 or approximately 1058 possible combinations. The possible combinations = (2k)! / (2k• 1)!, where k = the number of selectors and t = the number
of terms in a rule.
The problem becomes more difficult due to inconsistencies in the data ( 01
"noise") and recording errors. For symbolic concept techniques which build rules
in a stepwise fashion, the effects of noise can be severe.

3. CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES
Two dominant approaches to induction are decision theoretic ( or statistical
pattern recognition) and symbolic concept acquisition (SCA). The key difference is that the traditional statistical pattern recognition methods use continuously changeable parameters to express discriminating boundaries and have a
strong numerical flavor while SCA learns a concept descriptions through the
manipulation of symbolic representations (Rendell, [1986) and Michalski,
[1986)) .
Statistical Pattern Recognition
Traditional statistical models such as discriminant analysis or regression
models attempt to represent a decision rule as a combination of attribute weights,
:liscovered by statistical analysis of the training data. All the attributes are
rnmerically coded and the search for parameter weights is conducted through
nathematical manipulations of means, frequencies and variances. The evalua.ion function that directs the search is based on a measure such as mean squared
error, Bayes Theorem or maximum likelihood estimates. An object X is a
member of class Y if the attribute values of X = (x1,x2 ...,xk) with weights
W = (w1,w2... ,wk) result in w1x1 + wzx2 + ... + WkXk y where y is the threshold
of class Y.
The strength of traditional statistical methods is their "robustness" or effec'. iveness across a wide range of problem conditions (Dawes, et al. [1974) and
) awes [1979)). However, most traditional statistical methods assume continuous
·adeoffs (implicit disjunctions) among attributes, a distribution which fre.iently does not hold among real-world problems (Cohen, et al. [1982)). While
olating this assumption is often non-problematic, under some conditions it can
.!nerate serious errors (Valient [1985), Curry, et al. [1981), and Johnson, et al.
_1985)) . Furthermore, traditional statistical methods are prone to difficulties
with small samples (Nilsson [1969)). A more serious criticism is that representing
rules as numeric coefficients provides little intuition or understanding (Cohen,
et al. [1982) and Fisher, et al. [1985)).
Symbolic Concept Acquisition
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A prototypical example of SCA is Quinlan's ([1984] and [1986]) ID3 classification system. The algorithm is primarily a type of tree search which sequentially builds systems of production rules by considering the discriminability of
different selectors in the training examples. For example, given a set of tax
returns, their attributes coded as selectors (such as Gross_Sales < 1,000,000,
Business_Type = retail_fast_food), and the outcome of previous audits (suggesting audit or not-audit), 1D3 searches by evaluating each selector for its ability to
discriminate between the decisions using an information-theoretic measure.
The selector which provides the best separation (or fit) becomes a "branch" of
the search tree. This process continues iteratively until all the returns are
separated into the audit or don't audit class. The rule would then consists of all
the selectors used to build the tree as in (3).
The use of a production system formalisms have an important advantage.
Because of their apparent consistency with human thinking (Newell, et al. [1972]
and Klahr, et al. [1987]), production system representations are easily understood by users (which is advantageous if the rules are to be accepted)
(Waterman [1986]). Another feature is modularity, allowing knowledge, as
individual rules, to be easily added or removed from a knowledge base (Newell
et al., [1972], and Cohen et al., [1982]). Unfortunately the use of production rules
also exposes the complexity of D NF problems discussed earlier. As a best-fitting
algorithm, rules from the tree building approach become complex and inaccurate as attempts are made to explain noise. Another concern is the "hill climbing"
approach. A decision tree procedure is locally optimal but not necessarily
globally optimal (Breiman, et al. [1984]) which means constructing a rule piece
by piece will be ineffective if it is critical combinations of pieces which provide
superior performance. Therefore, when conditions are less than ideal, the
predictive quality of the rule may fare poorly.
Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GAs), developed by John Holland [1975], are a probabilistic search method based on the concept of adaptive efficiency in natural
organisms. In nature, the members of a species which are best suited to the
environment are the most likely to survive and produce offspring. Since the
offspring are likely to inherit these survival traits the succeeding generation will
contain more fit individuals. If the environment can only support a limited
population then the standards of fitness rise and each successive generation
should contain better individuals.
By representing a DNF production system rule (such as in (3)) as a string
of binary selectors (a rule-string), similar search operations can be performed.
To locate the best rule-strings the algorithm creates a "population" of rules
randomly and evaluates their "fitness" on some performance measure. Rules
which score well possess above-average traits or selector combinations. These
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good rules survive and provide better offspring, creating a new population of
improved rules. This process continues until some performance level is achieved
or a fixed number of generations have elapsed. Since the binary string is a direct
encoding of the DNF rule, the advantages of using production systems are
retained. However, as will be described below, the implicit parallelism of GA's
can overcome the combinatoric complexity of searching for good rules.
The key features of GAs are (1) selecting the rules to survive and (2)
providing operators for adaption to the environment. Rule survival is a stochastic
process with the probability determined by how much better a rule's score is than
the average fitness score of that generation. If the population average fitness is
2.5 and a certain rule scores 10, it is more likely to be selected as a parent rule.
The next generation of rules is likely to have many new variations of the higher
quality genes from that parent.
New generations of rules are formed by randomly pairing the selected parent
rules and applying two "idealized" genetic operators. The primary operator is
crossover which chooses a random position within the two rules and swaps all
the selectors to the left as follows (xi and Yi represent selectors):
1.

x1 x2 x3 X4 XS X6

nn~~"~

2

x1 x2 x3 X4 I XS X6
nn~~I"~

3.

x1 x2 x3 X4 ys Y6
Yl Y2 Y3 Y4 xs X6

This results in two new "offspring" rules made up of previously successful
selector combinations from their "parents". The probability of crossover occurring for any parent pair is high but less than one so that some good rules enter
the next generation intact. A second background operator, occurring with low
probability, is mutation which randomly changes a value and assures that, in
theory, no combination in the search space is unreachable.
These genetic operators provide the search mechanism necessary to locate
the selector combinations required for the best rule. With a large search space
SCA methods resort to heuristics to decide which feature to add in piece-wise
fashion leading to possibly sub-optimal and noise plagued rules (while traditional
statistical methods deal with the parameter weights not the actual features).
Instead of building a rule feature by feature, the GA evaluates a whole set of
features as a complete (condition - action) rule, for example:
if (A and C and not D) or (Band C and E) then select

where A through E are simple true/false conditions ( eg. A: Gross Sales >
$1,000,000). This encoding of DNF is possible in a GA by adapting the flexible
representation originally developed by Smith [1980]. If a specific attribute were
to dominate performance, i.e. be the only critical feature in the decision, then a
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rule which focused on that attribute only, would prove superior in predicting
performance (assuming that performance is measured by predictive accuracy
and simplicity). This adaptation to essential features allows a GA to focus on a
single attribute. On the other hand, it is not clear that the sequential search tree
( as in ID3) can pick up on a pair of attributes that are important as a combination,
yet which are individually dominated by a less important but stronger single
attribute.
Holland [1975) provides the original theoretical analysis which proves GAs
to be an efficient, near optimal, sampling/search technique for large problem
spaces. GAs have a theoretic property called "implicit parallelism" to help solve
the combinatoric problems. "Implicit parallelism" results from testing buildingblocks contained in each rule (e.g. selectors and selector combinations) and
throughout a population of rules, which are recombined to generate new rules
to advance the search. The performance of any rule can be viewed as representing the total effect of all possible combinations of its features . For example, a
hypothesized rule which says: IF A= true and B = true and C = false THEN
perform the audit, has multiple combinations of features. If the rule works better
than average it could be due to all three conditions (A, B, and C) or due to A
and Conly, with B being irrelevant or even detrimental, or it might be some other
combination. Each of these implicit combinations represents the buildingblocks which could account for the rule's good performance; exactly which
combination is best is not known, however the expectation is that the better
building-blocks are in the above average rules. By using a population of potential
rules, many variations can exist across the different building-block combinations.
During each generation of rules, all the rules are explicitly tested, and in doing
so, all building-blocks appearing in the population are implicitly tested in
parallel. By randomly recombining the features of better rules a new population
is created providing new variations of good building-blocks. Over successive
iterations of this process, the population will begin to converge on the best
combinations which represent the best rules. In this manner, the search for the
best rules is done in an implicitly parallel fashion via the best building-blocks
from a population of candidate rules. Because multiple rules are maintained and
selection is probabilistic, the search does not fall prey to noise or minor inconsistencies. For a more detailed description of GA's the following papers are
recommended to the reader: (Holland [1975) and [1986), DeJong [1975), Smith
[1980), and Goldberg [1983)).
GA rule learning has been successfully applied to several tasks including
poker (Smith [1980)) and gas pipeline operations (Goldberg [1983)) where
training examples have been from environmental cues. An important question
is how a GA will compare to more traditional approaches used in audit selection,
stock acquisition, and similar problems.
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t AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

To investigate the above issue, a GA driven classifier (for A Decision
l\cquisition Model) was developed and compared to a statistical Logit model
md to an implementation of ID3 called CLS (Currim, et al. (1986]) on a
,imulated induction problem. A brief description of the GA model, ADAM, can
be found in the appendix (for a more detailed description see Greene, et al.

[1987]).
A simulation was used rather than the real problem to control the environment for a better understanding of how different conditions would affect
A.DAM, CLS, and a linear Logit model. The original study investigated con;umer choice (Greene, et al. (1987]), but its results are equally applicable to the
audit selection process. Since examples used in realistic induction problems are
likely to be generated from different decision strategies and vary in levels of
quality and completeness the following four factors were investigated for their
potential affect on performance:
1.

type of decision strategy ( conjunctive, compensatory or mixed).

2.

number of attributes on which the rule is based (3, 6, 9).

3.

level of noise in representing the choice (0%, 10%, 20%).

sample size used for estimation (20, 100, 200) with half
withheld as a holdout.
Data for the simulation was provided by constructing a table of randomly
5enerated A-V terms. Each alternative consists of three, six, or nine attributes
represented by a random number between O and 99. A coding function using a
decision strategy ( conjunctive, compensatory or mixed) was applied to each
table entry, resulting in a set of decisions marked as "positive" or "negative"
~xamples. This can be viewed as a sample of tax returns characterized by 3, 6 or
-:J features plus an indicator of whether or not the audit had been profitable.
The choice indicator was generated using the following three choice functions:
4.

conjunctive:

decision

=

1 if (X1 > ti):. (X2 > ti) : . ... (Xn > ti)
0 otherwise

compensatory: decision

=

1 if (X1 + X2 + ... Xn)/n > t2
0 otherwise

mixed:

decision

=

1 if ((X1 t3) : . (X2

0 otherwise

+ X3 + ... Xn)/n > ti)
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* n = number of attributes in a given experimental condition (n
{3,6,9})

= a given attribute (i { 1,2, ... n })

* Xi
* tj

= thresholds, each t will be selected a priori for each of n conditions to generate an approximately equal split between the
number of "chosen" and "non-chosen" alternatives.

Noise was introduced into each coded set of examples by changing the
decision indicator of any alternative in the set with a probability of 0%, 10% or
20%. This represents a severe form of error since an alternative which contained
acceptable attribute values is now indicated unacceptable and vice versa.
Applying combinations of choice strategy, number of attributes, and noise
level, nine selection models were created representing a 3 x 3 x 3 partial factorial.
Each of the nine models is applied for three different sample sizes yielding 27
(model/sample sizes). Each of these 27 conditions is repeated 5 times yielding
135 data sets. Half of each data set was used as a holdout sample meaning it
represented a set of decisions not previously seen and therefore usable for
prediction. ADAM, CLS and the simulation were all programmed in PASCAL
and run on an IBM-PC. The Logit results were generated using Hotztrans on a
VAX computer and with RATS on an IBM-PC.
Results
The objective of the study was to simulate performance under a number of
conditions and to determine whether a GA-based induction strategy offered any
improvements with respect to the issues described in earlier sections. The focus
here is how effective are ADAM's rules compared to the other approaches. For
Effectiveness of ADAM, CLS and Logit
(percentage of holdout cases correctly predicted)
Strategy
Attribute
Noise
1
2
3
4
5
6

Conj
Conj
Conj
Comp
Comp
Comp

7 Mixd
8 Mixd
9 Mixd

sample= 10
ADAM

3
6
9
3
6
9

0%
10%
20%
10%
0%
20%

100
72

3
6
9

20%
10%
0%

78

86
76
75
62

88
78

CLS

90
62
73
72
59
47
68
47
74

sample=50

sample = 100

Legit

ADAM

CLS

Legit

ADAM

CLS

Logit

92
60

100
73
80
79
82

100
67
76

100
76
78

100
58

65
68
64

100
75
80
76
84
70

69
66
56

88

69
80

86

92

90

95

83
78
66
75
81
87

100
72
76
80
82
71

66
80
88

78
85
94

66
73
83
71
73
84
77

66
76

TABLEl

73

66

1

I
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1e simulation, effectiveness is measured by how well the model's rule predict
ith respect to the hold-out sample. The comparative predictive levels of the
1odels averaged over the 5 repetitions are presented in Table 1.
It is evident that ADAM, using a genetic algorithm, generated rules with
:iual or superior predictive ability to those of CLS across almost all the expernental conditions (the exception being 1 and 2 points difference for the mixed
1odel with 9 attributes). In comparing ADAM to the Logit model, the major
npression is how comparable and consistent their performance was. Overall,
DAM predicted with 80.7% accuracy vs. Logit at 79.9%. As was expected, the
erformance varied across conditions as shown in Table 2.

Performance Across Conditions

overall
'.>AM 80.7

MODEL
conj comp mixd
85.0 73.8 82.5

NOISE

10

SIZE
50

100

79.0

82.0

81.2

SELECTORS

0%

10%

20%

87.7

82.1

71.5

3
85.2

6
78.9

9
77.2

TABLE2

As seen from Table 2, ADAM appears to offer a slight edge with respect to
mjunctive rules and small sample sizes, situations where traditional models are
10wn to not perform as well. However none of the performance differences
ere found significant.
With percentage correct as the dependent variable, a comparison of multi.e regression models using dummy variables primarily examined main effects.
he results indicate significant differences (p.0001) for all main effects (model
pe, number of attributes, %-noise, sample size) consistent with expectations.
hat is, increasing noise and larger attribute sets had detrimental effects on
·edictive accuracy, while larger samples had a positive effect. The performance
' ADAM showed significant improvement over CLS, however, an F-test be1een regression models did not indicate significant difference over Logit at
,.05) even with first order interactions included.
One explanation for the surprising strength of the Logit model on conjunc1e rules was the nature of the simulation environment. As several researchers
1ve noted (Dawes, et al. [1974), Curry, et al. [1981), and Johnson, et al. [1985))
e use of a uniform distribution in generating simulation attributes provides a
:st case environment for the averaging of a statistical model. However, such
stributions are unlikely to occur in a real-world environments (Cohen, et al.
982) and Curry, et al. [1981)), particularly in accounting and auditing environ-
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ments where much of the data has been shown to be skewed (Ham, et al. [l
Johnson, et al. [1981), and Ramage, et al. [1979)).
Encouraging findings where the low variance of ADAM's results a
repetitions of the trials and the stability of ADAM across differences in
strategy and noise, supporting the expectations for genetic search. The fall
prediction is consistent with the increase in the noise level. Several addi1
runs using noise as the only experimental variable support this finding.
slightly lower performance in compensatory rules may be attributable to th
of information caused by encoding a 1()() value random number as a dichoto
variable. Modifications to address this effect will be investigated in f
research.
When auditors evaluate data, they frequently do not place the same ~
on all the features but instead indicate that certain observations are
important than others (Meservy, et al. [1986)). In a regression model like l
this is represented by the beta coefficients or parameter weights. A com pa
parameter is obtained by counting ADAM's relative frequency measun
Diagnostic Correlation between ADAM and Logit
Correlation between Relative Frequency of Attributes in ADAM and beta
Coefficients from Logit.

Attrlb (cases)

X1

X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7

X8
X9

(135)
(135)
(135)
(90)
(90)
(90)
(45)
(45)
(45)

10

Sample Set Size
50
100

0.45a
0.50a
0.41b
0.64a
0.48b
0.65a
0.43
0.47
0.53d

0.83a
0.74a
0.75a
0.65a
0.62a
0.58a
0.85a
0.48
0.56c

0.78a
0.79a
0.75a
0.76a
0.65a
0.65a
0.61c
0.42
0.72b

significance
ap < .0001
b- p < .001
cp < .01
d- p < .05

TABLE3

each selector. Since this measure is one of the strengths of a regression,
under the simulation conditions, it would be interesting to compare how c
ADAM and Logit (as the standard) weight attribute importance. A c1
question is whether production rules can provide diagnostic validity.
As is evidenced in Table 3, not only do the two algorithms generate ec
lent predictions, but they also appear to agree as to the relative importar
attributes even across sample sizes. The correlations appear to follow incre
convergence as sample size increases, although this trend was not signi:
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p.01). The results lend support to the use of production rule models in providing
seful quantitative measures even while representing a data set symbolicly.

CONCLUSION
Based on a simple simulation, the effectiveness of ADAM was evaluated in
omparison with two, more traditional, methods. With respect to the research
bjectives and performance hypotheses, the GA provided equal or superior
erformance to CLS across all measures especially in those areas addressing the
'eakness of symbolic concept models. Further, the GA performed very well
,ith respect to the traditional strengths of the statistical model while providing
1e important benefits of production system representation. Accepting that the
.mulation represents a simplified situation, overall, the results appear to provide
:rong support for the potential of genetic search as a method for modelling
ecision rules in a knowledge acquisition task.

DISCUSSION
The history of previous audits selected and performed appear to provide
1formation on likely audit selection candidates. Although the traditional tool
as been the linear compensatory model, behavioral research has shown evience of a number of situations where the use of such models is inappropriate
nd where misapplication can have severe consequences. A proposed alternative
ased on Quinlan's classification tree building procedure provided the necessary
roduction system formalism, however the predictive and diagnostic perforiance is weak due to the complexity of the problem domain. To address the
mits of earlier approaches, a classification system called ADAM was developed
tilizing a GA for search. A simplified decision simulation was used to evaluate
.DAM's performance and to provide a comparison to the earlier methods. The
!suits of the simulation support the potential of both genetic search and the use
f GAs for decision modelling.
Future Directions
Models which offer performance equal to statistical models and still have
1e intuitive advantages of production systems, may prove to be a versatile tool
ir auditors. With respect to auditing, it is important to look at the accounting
ata characteristics and determine how well a GA is likely to do in various
nvironments. In addition, recent improvements to induction trees as well as
ther SCA methods may yield better performance. With respect to the algothm, as noted, the current representation potentially loses information so that
<ploration to allow ADAM to modify its coding could prove worthwhile.
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Currently, ADAM is being modified to allow the use of continuous variable
important next step will be to apply an upgraded ADAM to actual data fror
Commonwealth, comparing the results to other methods. Overall, the po:
results suggest a much more detailed investigation of the genetic mode
acquiring audit knowledge is warranted.

APPENDIX

This section will briefly describe some of the more specific details of AD
Some familiarity with the relevant features of genetic algorithms is assumed.
description is divided into three sections: the representation, the evaluation
the rule generation. For a more detailed description see Greene, et al. [191
The representation of rules within ADAM is a simple coding ove1
alphabet {0,1,#} (# representing a don't-care position), of each selector i1
term expressed as a string of length n where n equals the number of dichotor
selectors defined for the simulation (3, 6, or 9). A complete rule is th
concatenation of one or more terms allowing implicit disjunctive normal f
that is, within a single term an and relation among selectors is assumed
between terms an or relation is assumed. The decision state is indicated po~
if the conditions of any of the terms match the conditions in an example.
The evaluation function is a weighted summation of three measures: pn
tion, specificity and term-count. Prediction is a simple match score of
number of times a rule was activated by a positive example and not activate
a negative example over the total number of examples. Specificity measure:
number of don't-care positions ( #) over the total length of the rule string.
assumption is, ceteris paribus, rules with fewer defined positions can be ap~
in more situation and should be favored. Term-count primarily helps pro
bias among rule structures. Prediction is always the dominant component
the weighting between the other measures is allowed to shift based on popula
characteristics to provide a necessary discrimination in the latter stages of
search.
Rule-generation is based on a modified crossover, operating over a pop
tion of 50 strings initially generated at random. The population is replaced e
generation with the incorporation of an "elitist" strategy (9). The probabilit
crossover is set at 0.6. Crossover operates between terms and between selec
as outlined by Smith [1980) with a modification permitting single terms to o,
and be included in the crossover process. Mutation was set at 0.001.
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